We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of IT Engineer
. We offer a rewarding and exciting professional experience
and opportunity to develop your career in a highly competitive
international environment.

IT Engineer (Authorizations & Access Management)
Location: remote, Warsaw (Poland)

Job Description:
As we are expanding our team and scope, we are looking for an IT enthusiast with experience in
cloud technologies, that would help us enhance our Identity and Access Management and our
Privileged Access Management contributing to improved Authorization management. As an IT
engineer you will have the opportunity to build and enhance our IAM and PAM cloud solutions while
working with multiple technologies in a fast-growing international environment.

Scope of Responsibilities:
Design, implementation & integration, and support of cloud identity solutions.
Provide input into architectural design of Access Control, User Entitlements, Application Credentials,
User Access Policy Management, enhancing security related to IAM,PAM and RBAC.
Constantly challenge and review workflows and processes linked to authorization and authentication
to identify improvement opportunities
Build and maintain documentation such as requirement/design documents, operational drawings,
standard operating procedures, manuals reference architecture, etc
Manage appropriate access to applications, systems, and data with advanced authentication.
Oversee the spread of information with privileged access management,
Managing and executing access lifecycle processes and controls as part of access request (vetting),
fulfillment (provisioning),
Enforcing access controls related to ID/account access and ensuring that request approval checks,
completeness validation, and correctness checks are conducted,
Monitor and identify authentication and authorization issues; formulate appropriate resolutions,
Working with the Security Team to plan, coordinate, and implement security enhancements to
safeguard service access, data repositories & other digital assets,
Assist stakeholders in completing the team's access request forms,
Assist with other organization security projects and tasks as required.

Skills & Experience required:
2+ years of experience in a similar role in a relevant software or internet service industry,
Minimum Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or a
related technical field,
Experience working with federated identity management infrastructure, including the
configuration and management of SAML- and OAuth-based identity provider and service
provider connections
Experience with modern API protocols (REST/SCIM/SOAP/cURL).
Working knowledge on identity management systems and cloud architecture,
Good knowledge of tools and automation techniques for role managements in cloud services
and environments,
Knowledge of relevant business or compliance drivers that obviate the need for security
tooling or processes,
Experience using data analysis (such as from logs), monitoring, and automation to improve
operational excellence, reduce operational labor, and improve the overall security posture
Open to work in an international, multilingual environment,
Proficient in English.
Good written and verbal communication skills

Offer:
challenge, opportunities to exchange skills within multinational team
ability to work in an autonomous way and in an environment
where your ideas are valued
interesting trainings
health care
Multisport card
French classes
flexi-time and home-office
competitive salary aligned with experience
casual and very friendly environment
possibility to work in other Client location
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
konrad.witek@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „ IT Engineer ” in the subject line.

